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Thinkin'g abOuf.fnal<ing- .. 

music with your BBC micro~ 
bl 

BRITISH BROADCASTING CORPORATION 
MASTER SERIES MICROCOMPUTER 

MONOCHROME 
PHOTOS OF 
FUll COLOUR 
DISPLAY. 

MUSIC MAKER is FSoft's fantastic music pa(:kage for the BBC 
micro. This powerful, versat!le and advanced music system is 
easy to use, yet equally suited to beginners and professioflal 
musicians. Whatever your interest in music, FSoft MUSIC 
·MAKER will be interesting and fun. 

FSoft MUSIC MAKER is really two syster:ns in one, 
comprising THE SOUND and THE PLAYER. THE SOUND is a 
musical synthesiser which deals with the design and 
manipulation of sounds. By means of two full-colour 
graphical displays, the amplitude and pitch envelopes of 
sounds are set and altered. A three-note polyphonic musical 
keyboard incorporated within the keys of the computer 

allows you to play the sounds as music, 
but for performing versatility, you can 
progress to THE PLAYER, which is a 
sequencer with an amazing number of 
facilities and playing aids. Sounds 
created by THE SOUND are played on a 
splittable keyboard together with a 
real-time sequ'encer; rhythm, unit, 
metronome 'imd on-screen reaf.;.time 
musical display. 

Despite its compleXit}'; FSoft ·MUSIC 
.............. ~...... MAKER really is t~ery easy. to use. It's 

supplied complete with detailed instructions and function 
key labels. It has proved itself in fields as diverse as rock music, 
education and broadcast television, and is fully compatible 
with the BBC Model B (OS 1.2 or greater), B+ 64K and 128K and 
the BBC Master series. 
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FSoft MUSIC MAKER costs only £9 on cassette and £12 on 
dual ·format 40/80 track disc. Why pay more for a tuneful 
micro? 

* 46-page manual. * Function key label inserts. ·· * Sampl~ sound Fil". * Sample sequence .fnd rhythm file. * MU$1C MAkER R~QUIRES NO EXTRA HARDWARE. 
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QWERTY keyboard, and some impreulve 
three-note chords can be built up using sounds 
like "Delayed Random", "Star Wars" and 
"Percussive". The keyboard is 25 notes long, 
and the full range can be extended to four 
octaves with the use of "octave shift" keys. 

Having defined and· saved the sound you 
want, the next move is to go into The Pteyer 
and start to record tunes. The excellent colour 
graphics of The Player represent a music 
stave with treble and bass cl.._ and a status 
~ge. Any notes played on~ keyboard 
appear on the scrolling stave, There's a 
metronome click available should you want to 
time your performance preciaely, an(j of course 
the clock rate can be adjusted. 

A novel featurf,l is the availability of keybcwd 
split, so that two sounds. can be assigned to 
different parts of the QWERTY keyboard and 
played simultaneously. . 

The Sequencer and Rhythm ~are 
very similar to each other; both are step time, 
monophonk;, and u,:tto1,024 pul ... long.You 
can store three sequences, and while playing 
them back you can aCCQmpany them on the 

it The Editor, which allows you to display note 
numbers, pitch, envelope and note-length for 
each sequence. The cursor keys are used to 
select and alter the faulty notes. 

There are several useful notes at the back of 
the manual dealing with methods of fitting 
simple audio output and input circuits and a 
volume control to the Beeb. A wise move, as 
most users would agree, since the buiH·in 
speaker Is nothing special. 

ll1uelc......, is an lntel'fltlng and user· 
friendly package which wiU plell88 moat Beeb 
owners. It'' a good investmentfor those who 
are perhaps not dedicated enough to shell out 
£200 for the Acom Music 500 system, but who 
want to get all they can out of the unadorned 
BBCB.• 
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